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Created by Roya Damabi 
Friends: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2jMvc5VoavE  
 

M = MOVE  O = OPPOSE B = BYSTAND F = FOLLOW 
 
 

Joey And I'm still right.  

Monica So not true!   

Rachel What?  

Joey 
She's mad because I know today is her laundry day and that means she's 
wearing her old lady underpants. 

 

Chandler I can check that for you…   

Monica 
I just can't believe that you think you and Chandler know me and Rachel 
better than we know you.  

 

Chandler Well, we do. You can only eat Tic Tacs in even numbers.  

Joey  Yeah, what's that about?  

Chandler 
And you Ross I believe if you check Rachel's bag you will find a half-eaten 
box of cookies in there.  

 

Ross You're good. These are not.   

Rachel So not interest everybody snacks when they shop   

Monica Yeah!   

Joey  Oh yeah. Ross how many items left in that bag?  

Ross Five.  

Chandler Okay, ten bucks says that we can name every item in that bag.  

Rachel How many guesses do you get?   

Joey Six.  

Ross Challenge extended.   

Monica  Deal.   
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Ross Challenge accepted.    

Joey All right we'll start with apples.    

Ross We’ll be starting with apples.  

Chandler Stop that now!  

Ross Yes.   

Joey Okay uh tortilla chips, yogurt…   

Chandler Diet soda…  

Ross Yes, yes, yes…  

Chandler Orange juice!   

Rachel No, there's no oranges in there – we win!   

Ross They have another guess.   

Rachel Okay, well we won that one.   

Joey Okay, the last thing.  

Chandler  Oh!  

Joey No, not for like another two weeks.  

Chandler  I got it - scotch tape!  

Ross How did you know she would buy scotch tape?   

Chandler Well, we used up theirs last night making scary faces.   
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The Big Bang Theory: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPZRtlqBgYk 
 

M = MOVE  O = OPPOSE B = BYSTAND F = FOLLOW 
 
 

Sheldon Hmm the problem appears to be unsolvable.  

Raj Maybe you could run some computer simulations.  

Howard There are too many variables. It would take forever.  

Leonard 
We've got to be missing something. Let’s start again. The movie is playing 
here at 7:20 here except here 8:10 here 8:45.  

 

Sheldon All right…these theaters have to be eliminated.   

Leonard 
Why? They're state of the art, digital projection, 20 channels, surround 
sound…  

 

Sheldon 
Yes, but they have no icy machines, despite my aggressive letter-writing 
campaign, I might add.  

 

Raj What about the multiplex? The seats are terrific.   

Sheldon 
They have Twizzlers instead of red vines. No amount of lumbar support 
can compensate for that.  

 

Leonard 
Well, it's gonna take at least an hour to eat and I don't see a Sheldon 
approved restaurant proximate to a Sheldon approved theater. 

 

Raj We could eat after the movie.   

Sheldon 
Unacceptable. The delay would result in tomorrow morning's bowel 
movement occurring at work.  

 

Raj 
Hang on, hang on…there's a 7-eleven here. We smuggle Slurpies, which 
are essentially icees in, under our coats, after having a pleasant meal 
either here, here, or here. 

 

Howard Wow, I don't see how we missed that.   

Sheldon Excuse me: in what universe are Slurpies, ices?  

Raj That's how we missed it.  

Leonard 
Sheldon: would you be prepared, on a non-presidential basis, to create an 
emergency ad hoc slurpy-icy equivalency? 

 

Sheldon Oh Leonard, you know I can't do that.   

Howard Okay, I guess we only have one option.   

Raj Yep, I don't see any way around it.   
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Leonard Bye, Sheldon.  

Howard See ya!  

Raj Later dude.  

Sheldon They're right, it was the only option.  

 
 


